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Microfiber Flat Wet Mops
polypropylene scrubbing strips for better deep grout line cleaning by creating scrubbing action•	
wet mops have an additional layer of microfiber for fluid retention versus a layer of foam, making it more bacteria resistant•	
excellent launderability•	
available in 18" and 24" in four colors for coding systems-red, yellow, green and blue•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LWBS13 Wet Flat Mops blue 5” x 13” 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  
LWBS18 Wet Flat Mops blue 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWBS24 Wet Flat Mops blue 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWGS18 Wet Flat Mops green 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWGS24 Wet Flat Mops green 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWRS18 Wet Flat Mops red 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWRS24 Wet Flat Mops red 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWYS18 Wet Flat Mops yellow 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  
LWYS24 Wet Flat Mops yellow 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  

Microfiber Flat Wet Mop with Scrubber Strips
Plastic scrubbing strips add texture to loosen dirt and break surface tension•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

3159 Flat Scrubber Mop white/green 5” W x 18” L 12/bg.; 10 bg/ mstr.  

Microfiber Tube Wet Mops
very absorbent•	
minimum five times the launderability of traditional yarn mops•	
with microfiber, less chemical is required•	
the textured finish loosens and holds dirt until washed•	
priced competitively with traditional blended looped yarn mop heads, yet  •	
out performs traditional mops in both cleaning and durability
available in four sizes; small through extra large with wide headbands•	
all mops have wide canvas or mesh headbands (as indicated) and  •	
tailbands with the blue, green or white microfiber for color coding
canvas headbands are longer lasting •	
mesh headbands are textured for scrubbing•	

Item Description Color Size (Weight (g)) Packaging

LF0002 Tube Mop, canvas headband blue medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0003 Tube Mop, canvas headband blue large (500 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0021 Tube Mop, canvas headband blue xlarge (600 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0005 Tube Mop, canvas headband green medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0006 Tube Mop, canvas headband green large (500 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0022 Tube Mop, canvas headband green xlarge (600 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0008 Tube Mop, canvas headband white medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0009 Tube Mop, canvas headband white large (500 g) 12/mstr.  

LF0023 Tube Mop, canvas headband white xlarge (600 g) 12/mstr.  

3113 Tube Mop, mesh headband white medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

3114 Tube Mop, mesh headband white heavy (500 g) 12/mstr.  

3117 Tube Mop, mesh headband blue medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

3118 Tube Mop, mesh headband blue heavy (500 g) 12/mstr.  

3121 Tube Mop, mesh headband blue extra heavy (600 g) 12/mstr.  

3126 Tube Mop, mesh headband green heavy (500 g) 12/mstr.  

3127 Tube Mop, mesh headband green extra heavy (600 g) 12/mstr.  

3128 Tube Mop, mesh headband green medium (400 g) 12/mstr.  

3113 / 3114

3117 /  
3118 / 3121

3126 /  
3127 / 3128

LF0022 /  
LF0003 / LF0008

LWGS24

LWBS18

LWBS24

3159

  inner case only

  master carton only
no symbol indicates sold by the each

Cleaning
Versatility

Microfiber mops can 
be used on any number of 
surfaces, including walls, 
ceilings, partitions and  

virtually any smooth, 
hard surface you 

need to clean!

Flat mops are available 
with blue, red or green 

banding for color-coding  to 
prevent cross-contamination 
and simplify the cleaning  
process. Each pad can be 
quickly and easily identified 

according to procedure, 
room, or area.

Color-coded
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Microfiber Looped Wet Mops
low abrasive wet pads for general use•	
no foam inner layer, only additional layers of microfiber for greater absorbency•	
as durable as any microfiber on the market•	
available in blue and green in 18” and 24” lengths•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LF0011 Looped Wet Mop blue 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  
LF0017 Looped Wet Mop blue 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  
LF0012 Looped Wet Mop green 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  
LF0018 Looped Wet Mop green 24" 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Finish Pad with Mesh Back
looped end microfiber for better release of finish•	
two layers of Microfiber for better absorption•	
mesh backing allows finish to soak into pad from top to bottom preventing puddling•	
fits standard 5”x18” wire dust mop frame•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFFM18 Mesh Back Finish Mop white 18" 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Trapezoid Finish Pad
looped end microfiber for better release of finish•	
two layers of microfiber for better absorption•	
Velcro® backed •	
designed to fit holders of the bucketless handle system•	
available in 4.5”x16” and 4.5”x22”•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFFV18 Trapezoid Finish Mop white 18" (fits 16" base) 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  
LFFV24 Trapezoid Finish Mop white 24" (fits 22" base) 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Flat Finish Mop 18”
trapezoid shape for easy application in corners•	
blue microfiber strips are more rigid and help smooth finish•	
top quality hook & loop backing with 5mm foam core designed to hold more finish•	
microfiber specially designed to hold and release finish for even coat•	
durable for up to 700 washings•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

3189 Flat Finish Mop blue/white 5” x 18” 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Disposable Pads
disposable microfiber pads are perfect for those customers wanting to use microfiber, but not having laundry access•	
excellent for anyone simply wanting to implement an effective disposable cleaning system•	
work great wet or dry•	
available in 18” length•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

DISP18 Disposable Pad white 18" 50/mstr..  

100% Polyester White Loop Mop
thick looped wet mop for heavy soils•	
versatile mop can be used for dry dusting, wet mopping and wall washing•	
large loops for larger soil capacity•	
polyester material can be used with bleach•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

3177 Polyester Loop Mop white 5” W x 18” L 12/bg.; 10 bg/mstr.  

LF0017 /  
LF0018

LFFM18

LFFV18 / LFFV24

DISP18

3177

3189

Microfiber is shown to reduce 
bacteria levels up to 99%  

(according to U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency data.) It also uses 95% less  
water than conventional cleaning,  
for faster drying times. And microfiber 
cleaning products can be used  
effectively with or without  
chemicals.

Cleaning for
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Microfiber Pads - Fringe Dry/Dust Mop with Canvas Backing
have all the benefits of microfiber without having to replace standard frames and handles•	
cut-end microfiber with fringe to pick up larger particles of dust and trash•	
poly/canvas backed microfiber mops attract and hold dust that cotton mops leave behind•	
canvas backing is color coded by size-yellow-18”, green-24”, red-36”, blue-48”, gray-60” & 72”•	
the mop attracts dust electrostatically and requires no treatment•	
envelope style backing eliminates problems created by ties or snaps while still using traditional 5" dust mop frames•	
extra padding in the mop allows for complete surface contact •	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFCB18 Canvas Back gray/yellow 18" 12/bg.; 6 bg/mstr.  
LFCB24 Canvas Back gray/green 24" 12/bg.; 4 bg/mstr.  
LFCB36 Canvas Back gray/red 36" 12/bg.; 3 bg/mstr.  
LFCB48 Canvas Back gray/blue 48" 12/bg.; 3 bg/mstr.  
LFCB60 Canvas Back gray/gray 60" 12/bg.; 2 bg/mstr.  
LFCB72 Canvas Back gray/gray 72" 12/bg.; 2 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Pads - Fringe Dry/Dust Mop with Velcro® Backing
same features as Canvas Backed Mops, but with Velcro® backing•	
available in 18’, 24” and 36” lengths•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFFD18 Hook-and-Loop Dust Mop gray/blue 18" 12/bg.; 8 bg/mstr.  
LFFD24 Hook-and-Loop Dust Mop gray/blue 24" 12/bg.; 6 bg/mstr.  
LFFD36 Hook-and-Loop Dust Mop gray/blue 36" 12/bg.; 4 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Wedge Mop
designed to be an economical replacement for the traditional cotton wedge mop•	
has fringe to increase cleaning benefits•	
makes excellent spot duster and wall washer•	
extra padding allows complete surface contact•	
telescopic handle for convenient height adjustment•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

WDGMHD Wedge Mop Head blue/gray 13"x16" 12/bg.; 12 bg/mstr.  
WDGFRM Mop Frame metal 6"x8" 50/mstr.

WDGHDL Handle yellow 30"-53" 12/mstr.

WDGCOM Complete Mop blue/gray/yellow 13" x 40" 1/mstr.

Microfiber Cloths
excellent cleaning for any surface including counter tops, porcelain, chrome, glass and wood;  •	
excellent for washroom cleaning
for general purpose cleaning; available in green, pink, blue, yellow for color coding•	
#LFK100•	  Blue suede cloth is specially designed and knitted for cleaning glass and dust, and can be laundered extensively 

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFK100 Suede Glass Cloth blue 16"x16" 12/bg.; 18 bg/mstr.  
LFK300 All-Purpose Microfiber green 16"x16" 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  
LFK400 All-Purpose Microfiber pink 16"x16" 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  
LFK450 All-Purpose Cloth red 16” x 16” 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  
LFK500 All-Purpose Microfiber blue 16"x16" 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  
LFK700 All-Purpose Microfiber yellow 16"x16" 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  

LFKS300 All-Purpose Cloth green 12” x 12” 12/bg.; 20 bg/mstr.  
LFKS500 All-Purpose Cloth blue 12” x 12” 12/bg.; 20 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber Mitt without Thumb
excellent for surface dusting and cleaning•	
can be laundered•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFRMIT Mitt blue 5" x 10" 180/mstr.

LFCB18 /  
LFCB24 /  
LFCB36 /  
LFCB48 / 
LFCB60 / 
LFCB72

LFFD18 /  
LFFD24 /  
LFFD36

WDGMHD / 
WDGFRM / 
WDGHDL / 
WDGCOM

Cloths

LFRMIT
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Microfiber Bar Towel  
virtually lint-free waffle-weave creates more efficient cleaning by providing greater surface contact•	
absorbs more than seven times its weight in liquid, much more than conventional bar towels•	
part of a “Green Clean” system due to less water and chemical usage•	
removes 99% of bacteria with water alone*•	
synthetic fibers are resistant to bacteria growth•	
more durable than conventional bar towels - will last through hundreds of washings•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFWT1000 Microfiber Waffle Weave Bar Towel white 14” x 16” 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  

Microfiber High Duster
multi-use tool designed to clean hard to reach areas such as overhead pipes, ledges, ceiling fans, and behind furniture•	
stainless steel sword embedded in heavy canvas can be bent in any shape•	
a snap connection allows quick transfer to adjustable handle to permit high dusting•	
adjustable nut at handle for different angle cleaning •	
for high dusting will fit #LFS100 and #CH246 microfiber handles•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

HDFRM Frame gray 2-1/2"x29" 12/cs.; 4 cs/mstr.  
HDCOVR Duster Cover blue 3-1/2"x21-1/2" 12/bg.; 15 bg/mstr.  
HDCOMP Complete Duster blue 2-1/2"x29" 1/mstr.

Microfiber Duster
duster head is 100% microfiber•	
split strands grab and hold dirt and dust better than traditional dusters•	
hand washable•	
safe to use on delicate items, will not scratch•	
Unique 2-in-1 duster (3149) can be used as a hand held duster or by removing the hang up hook the hidden acme threading  •	
allows the duster to attach to a handle for an extended reach

Item Description Color Size Packaging

3147 Hand Duster green/white 16" 12/cs.; 20 cs/mstr.  
3148 Extendable Twist-and Lock™ green/white 33" extends to 45" 12/cs.; 10 cs/mstr.  
3149 2-in-1 Hand-Held Duster green/black 20” L 12/cs.; 10 cs/mstr.  

Microfiber Bucket/Mop Storage System
molded from polypropylene•	
quiet casters make this system an excellent choice for public areas•	
fits 6850 & 6855 Janitor Carts, with or without casters; can also roll independently•	
two side bins store up to 12 clean mop pads each•	
large back bin holds up to 30 soiled mop pads•	
push button dispensing tank allows user control of dosing; tank holds 1.4-gal.•	
dispensing tank seals tightly to avoid spills, and for holdover of solution•	
cleaning solution tray allows for easy dosing and re-dosing as needed•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

3199 Bucket/Mop Storage System gray 1.4 gallon tank 1/mstr.

Microfiber Buckets
both buckets constructed of durable plastic;  •	
accommodates 18" pads
optional wheels for easier maneuverability included  •	
with LF123A, must be purchased separately for LF328A
bucket/strainer combo ships with strainer for light wringing•	
top down charging bucket with water-tight lid•	
pad preparation in the laundry room instead of patient areas•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LF128A Bucket/Strainer Combo blue 6 gallon 1/mstr.

LF328A Top Down Charging Bucket blue 5.25 gallon 4/mstr.  

7949 Wheels for LF128A & LF328A gray NA 4/bg.; 120 bg./mstr.   

3147 / 3148

HDCOMP

LF328A

LF128A 

3199

LFWT1000

Soiled Mops

Dry 
Mops

Dry 
MopsSolution 

Tank

Dosing Tray

Bucket/Mop Storage  
System Diagram

“Traditionally, an average worker 
uses up to 21 gallons of floor-

cleaning solution for [traditional] string 
mopping during one shift. With micro-
fiber, the solution can be reduced to 
as low as two gallons. Because less 
water is used, there is less liquid on the 
floor, allowing it to dry faster, which 

helps reduce the potential for slip-
and-fall accidents.”

~Analyzing Microfiber Benefits,  
Contracting Profits,  

January 2007

Less water  
for mopping
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Microfiber Bucketless System
designed to eliminate the bucket; each handle contains a canister which holds and dispenses water, finish, or chemicals•	
fluid is released by a trigger on the handle and is then gravity fed onto the floor•	
excellent for applying floor finish as well as disinfectant•	
graduated canisters available 22 oz. size in green, yellow, red, or blue and 33 oz. size in blue only•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

BKLS18 Bucketless Mopping System aluminum/blue 18" 1/mstr.

BKLS24 Bucketless Mopping System aluminum/blue 24" 1/mstr.

BTL22B 22oz. Bottle blue 22oz. 48/mstr.

BTL22G 22oz. Bottle green 22oz. 48/mstr.

BTL22R 22oz. Bottle red 22oz. 48/mstr.

BTL33B 33oz. Bottle blue 33oz. 36/mstr.

Microfiber Bucketless Mop System Kit (includes DISP18)
kit includes: one (1) BKLS18 bucketless mop and twenty (20) DISP18 disposable wet pads•	
Disposable mops are ideal for quick spot cleaning•	
System can be used for touch ups between daily deep cleaning•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

BKLS18-D Bucketless Disposable Mop Kit aluminum/blue 18” mop 1/mstr.

Microfiber Bucketless Mop System Kit (includes LFFV18 & BTL33B)
kit includes: one (1) BKLS18 bucketless mop, one (1) BTL33B blue 33 oz. bottle and six (6) LFFV18 18” trapezoid finish mop•	
Contains a 33 oz bottle to hold ideal amount of finish and a 22 oz bottle to hold water for clean up after use•	
33 oz bottle with finish will cover 750 square feet•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

BKLS18-F Bucketless Finish Mop Kit aluminum/blue 18” mop 1/mstr.

Microfiber Starter Pack Kit
kit includes: one (1) LFS100 extension handle, one (1) LFMB18 mop holder, three (3) LWBS18 18” scrubber mops,   •	
two (2) LFFD18 18” dust mops, two (2) LFK300 green microfiber cloths, two (2) LFK100 blue suede microfiber cloth and  
one (1) HDCOMP complete high duster

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFMTKIT Starter Kit multi-color 18” mop 1/mstr.

Microfiber Handles and Bases
NEW! sleeker design allows liquid to run off, preventing the growth of bacteria•	
flat base prevents pooling when applying finish•	
superior Velcro® holds pads better and will not come off•	
constructed from lightweight aluminum•	
bases attach to the wet or dust pads by traditional Velcro® surface and can swivel to provide a greater range of use•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFS100 Extension Handle aluminum/blue 33" extends to 72" 6/mstr.  

CH246 Handle aluminum/blue 5" x 54" 6/mstr.  

LFMB13 Mop Holder for 13" Pad aluminum/blue 13” L 6/cs.; 8cs./mstr.   
LFMB18 Mop Holder for 18" Pad aluminum/blue 5" x 16" 6/cs.; 8cs./mstr.   
LFMB24 Mop Holder for 24" Pad aluminum/blue 5" x 22" 6/cs.; 4cs./mstr.   
LFMB36 Mop Holder for 36" Pad aluminum/blue 5" x 33" 6/cs.; 4cs./mstr.   

Plastic Mop Holder, 18”
All plastic holder with no metal parts•	
Designed to work with acme threaded and pin style handles•	
Tabs on top hold disposable Microfiber•	
Replaceable Velcro strips•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

LFMB18P Plastic Mop Holder gray/black 18” L 6/cs.; 4cs./mstr.   

CH246

BKLS18

BTL22R

LFS100

Microfiber 
Bases

BKLS18-F

BKLS18-D

LFMB18P

LFMTKIT

NEW  DESIGN!

Because microfiber works so 
effectively, our mopping systems 
are lighter and easier to use, creating a 
lower risk of injury and fatigue.  
A microfiber wet pad, holder and  
handle weighs less than it’s  
conventional counterpart and, with 

no need for wringing, it nearly 
eliminates the need for 

constant bending.

Designed for
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Microfiber High Speed Burnishing Pads
produces minimal or no dust when burnishing•	
increases floor finish gloss; will not burn finish•	
dust and soil are held within the pad and not released into the air•	
soft, fine fibers will not strip or erode finish •	
can be laundered•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

BURN19S Pad for 20" Burnisher white 19" diameter 5/mstr.  
BURN21S Pad for 21" Burnisher white 21" diameter 5/mstr.  
BURN27S Burnishing Pad white 27” diameter 5/mstr.  

Microfiber Bonnet Pad
designed for durable, deep cleaning of carpet•	
microfiber grabs the dirt and traps it in the fibers•	 ; bonnets are very absorbent which allows the carpet to dry quicker
can be laundered •	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

BKL19 Carpet Bonnet blue 19" 6/mstr.  

Microfiber Sponge 
easy to use, sized to the hand •	
covered with Microfiber on top and sides, backing is covered with mesh scrubber•	
excellent absorption with deep soil extraction and microfiber’s ability to hold dirt•	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

SMLSPNG Microfiber Sponge blue/white 3-1/2" x 5" x 1" 180/mstr.  

Mesh Bag
drawstring closure to secure mops during laundering •	

Item Description Color Size Packaging

CH015 Mesh Bag white 17" x 20" 12/mstr.

CH015

BURN19S / 
BURN21S

BKL19

SMLSPNG

for
microfiber   

Long-lasting Microfiber is  
constructed of the finest quality  

microfiber available. 
•  Do not launder with fabric softener.
•  Do not exceed 160°F in wash or dry cycle.
•  Peroxide bleach may be used in  

laundering.
•  It is best to launder microfiber  

separately from other fabrics 
such as cotton.
•  Microfiber will release soil, 
lint, etc. with agitation  
and rinse.

It’s the

Each 
microfiber is split into 

16 sections, creating more sur-
face area. These microscopic fibers 

reach into cracks and 
crevices to remove 
embedded dirt that 

can’t be reached 
by larger fibers. 
Large, round 

fibers of 
regular 
cotton 
mops 
push dirt around.  

that make the
difference Products

  that    Our 
quality, long- 

lasting Microfiber products last up 
to 700 washes. “Compared to the 

wash-life expectancy of a cotton-loop 
mop, which is measured, at best, in 
the dozens*.” This cuts down on 
purchasing costs and allows 
you to discard fewer mop 
heads.

*~Microfiber: Show Me The 
Money, Housekeeping  

Solutions, February  
2007
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